Vendor Partner Compliance Guide
Shipping and Labeling
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Purchase Order Fulfillment
Tech Data requires that its Vendor Partners fulfill Tech Data purchase orders in compliance with what was submitted
on the purchase order including exact VPN (vendor part number), quantity and ship date. There are many impacts
to non-compliance including invoice discrepancies and delay or not paying invoices. Below outlines practices that
need to be corrected or prevented in fulfilling Tech Data purchase orders.
Non-compliant Tech Data PO fulfillment practices:
• Over shipments of product on a Tech Data purchase order are unacceptable
			

o Product returned will not go against Tech Data stock rotation dollars

• Shipping products not on the Tech Data purchase order placed with the Vendor partner is unacceptable
• P
 roduct substitutions shipped on a Tech Data purchase order without Tech Data Purchasing Manager prior
approval is unacceptable
• P
 urchase orders must be shipped/delivered to the correct ‘Ship to’ location requested on the Tech Data
purchase order
• P
 roduct received by Tech Data not labeled correctly to re-sell or products missing labels will be returned to
the Vendor partner at the Vendor partner’s freight expense.
o I t is important that the Vendor partner responds quickly to requests from Tech Data to identify
product not labeled correctly or missing labels
Impacts caused by non-compliance of PO fulfillment:
• Product goes to a holding area at Tech Data logistics center and is not available to sell
• Invoice will be at risk of not being paid due to discrepancies
• Vendor partner profitability will be impacted due to extra expense to handle and research receipt
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Barcode Specifications
Tech Data requires that all products be marked in accordance with CompTIA, Rosettanet and/or the Uniform Code
Council’s Bar Code Labeling Guidelines.
All bar codes should be clearly identified.
• Product must have the vendor part number printed on the carton in exactly the same format as it is ordered
o Vendor part number with 1P data identifier

			
• Product must have an UPC barcode on the outer carton
o UPC Code – 12 numeric characters

			
• If serialized, a barcode must be on the outer carton
o Serial numbers must have “S” or “1S” data identifier
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Code 39
Other than the UPC code, the only one other acceptable bar code type that can be used for product ID or other
purposes is the Code 39 or Code 128 type bar code. This type of bar code can contain alphanumeric characters that
can also be set up with “data identifiers”. Code 39 or Code 128 is what should be used for all pertinent information
that is printed that may be scanned by an automated data collector, such as a scanner. On carton and individual
item labels, the product code by which it is purchased, and, if required, the serial number of the individual product
should be bar coded.  The minimum height of Code 39 or Code 128 bar codes is .5 inches.
Human Readable Titles
Every Code 39 bar code must be titled as to the nature of the data, and have a human readable field that mirrors the
data being bar coded. It is preferred that the data identifier be included in this field within parenthesis.
Non-compliance to barcode requirements fall under the non-compliant policy.
Data Identifiers
Data identifiers should be included within a Code 39 or Code 128 bar code. Data identifiers are used by the data
collection system to recognize automatically what it is; exactly what is being identified. There are specific data
identifiers that are used for each part of the data being collected. Please note the list below:
• Serial numbers: “1S” or “S”
• Purchase order numbers: “K”
• Product codes as purchased: “1P” or “P”
If the bar code for an item, such as the serial number, does not include the data identifier “S”, but actually starts with
the letter S, then the system would automatically perceive this as the data identifier, which would result in an incorrect
capture of the serial number. This can also happen with the product code, which would cause a slow-down in the
process, as the system would not recognize a product code starting with the letter P without the data identifier.
Without the data identifiers, the bar codes are essentially useless, as the system will not recognize the data for what it
is. This involves slowing down the process in order to manually key in the necessary data, which of course, increases
the margin for error besides reducing productivity and profitability.
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How Barcodes Are Used

Your Product

Each product is checked for a vendor part
number and UPC barcode at Tech Data’s
Receiving Dock.

Is vendor part number and
UPC barcode on product?

NO

Tech Data must then verify
the product code and print
and apply a Tech Data
barcode label.

YES

Barcodes are scanned in every function.

Receiving
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Put Away

Picking

Cycle
Counting

Packing

Product Identification References
UPC Code-Uniform Code Council
The Uniform Code Council is a non-profit corporation that administers and regulates the Universal Product Code. The UCC
assigns each company a manufacturer’s number, which are the first 6 digits of the UPC code. The next 5 digits of the code
consist of each company’s individual product code for that particular item. The 12th digit of the UPC is called a “check” digit.  
The UPC code must be unique for each SKU that is marketed. In the scope of doing business with Tech Data the UPC code
is invaluable as an alternate ID for each product that it handles. The recommended size of the UPC code, including human
readable characters, is 1.5 inches wide by 1 inch high. If a company is not already registered with them, they can be contacted
at: www.uc-council.org.
	Uniform Code Council, Inc.
7887 Washington Village Drive, Suite 300
Dayton, OH 45459
Tel: 937-435-3870
Fax: 937-435-7317
E-mail: info@uc-council.org
CompTIA
Representing more than 8,000 computing and communications companies, CompTIA helps its members stay competitive and
profitable by providing vendor-neutral standards in certification, e-commerce, customer service, and workforce development to
meet these industry-wide challenges. A global association, CompTIA continues to improve by offering a new menu of services
to its members.  CompTIA helps shape the technology community with programs that set standards and guidelines today and
into the future. As a participant in these activities your company will work with partners, potential partners, and competitors
to influence and advance every facet of the technology community. CompTIA gives you a voice and provides a vital link to
major segments of the technology markets. For further information contact:
 ompTIA Global Headquarters
C
1815 S. Meyers Road, Suite 230
Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181-5228
Phone : 630-268-1818
Fax : 630-268-1384
E-mail:  info@comptia.org
URL:  www.comptia.org
RosettaNet
RosettaNet is a self-funded, non-profit organization. RosettaNet is a consortium of major Information Technology, Electronic
Components and Semiconductor Manufacturing companies working to create and implement industry-wide, open e-business
process standards. These standards form a common e-business language, aligning processes between supply chain partners on a
global basis. For more information please contact:
	Rosettanet-America
1851 E. First St., Suite 1050
Santa Ana, CA 92705
Phone: 714-480-3820
Fax: 714-541-9832

E-mail: info@rosettanet.org
URL: www.rosettanet.org
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Product Identification
Single Piece Item Labeling
Required information:
• U
 PC Code and/or Code 39 bar coded product code that is clearly visible and able to be scanned. The UPC code
should be 8 mil or larger.
• If product is serialized, it should include a Code 39 bar coded serial number
• Complete description of product
Optional information:
• Supplier ID
• Version/platform
• Other various barcodes/IDs
Example:
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Master Carton Labeling
• C
 arton labels should have the appropriate UPC code and/or Code 39 bar coded product code, along with the quantity
per carton clearly stated on the label, preferably bar coded
• Th
 e master carton UPC code must be different from the single piece or multi-pack pieces contained within the master
carton
• I t is also advisable that a complete description of the product be included, if possible. This is essential to prevent misreceipts, and mis-picks, if stored in carton quantities.
• I f the product is serialized, it is recommended that all serial numbers be listed on the carton as well as the individual
corresponding packages
Example:

Outer Packaging
This refers to any sort of master carton or gaylord type carton that may contain more than one type of product. There are no
bar code requirements for this type of container. However, for the purpose of clearly identifying the container, if your company
prefers to ship product in this manner, it is recommended that a label be applied that refers to the proper Purchase Order
and Pro number. Licensing agreements, when packed with the product, are to be enclosed in an envelope labeled “Product
License”. It is preferred that all licenses be sent electronically and not included in the packaging with the product.  
Example:

Inner Packaging
Licensing agreements, when packed with the product, are to be enclosed in an envelope labeled “Product License”. It is
preferred that all licenses be sent electronically and not included in the packaging with the product.
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Shipment Labels
The shipping label should include complete information concerning the product that is being received.
The Tech Data Purchase Order number must be included on the shipping label.
This label should NOT be applied to any type of shrink-wrapping or outer covering that may possibly be removed during
loading or unloading. If shrink-wrapping is applied, the shipping label should be easily identified through the shrink-wrap
material. It is not necessary to create a separate label. The same label that is used for shipping/tracking information may also
include Tech Data purchasing information.
Example:

Packing/Palletization
In a final rule published in the Federal Register on September 16, 2004, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) amended
its regulations with the goal of decreasing the risk of introducing plant pests into the United States. USDA has adopted
the international standard for wood packaging material (WPM) that was approved by the International Plant Protection
Convention (IPPC) on March 15, 2002.
The IPPC standard calls for most WPM to be either heat treated or fumigated with methyl bromide in accordance with the
Guidelines and marked with an approved international mark certifying that treatment. The final rule, which becomes effective
on September 16, 2005, will affect all persons using wood packaging material in connection with importing goods into the
United States.
Shipments not meeting the following pallet guidelines are subject to non-compliance charge backs or refusal of the entire
shipment.
We will only accept GMA Grade A or B wooden pallets and GMA Grade A plastic pallets. Pallets of other material are subject
to refusal or non-compliance charge backs.  Cardboard pallets are not acceptable.   Product MUST be delivered on reusable,
four-way entry pallets, measuring 48” X 40”, with 7 solid deck boards evenly spaced on the top and 5 solid deck boards on the
bottom (3 in the middle and 1 on each end).  The pallet must allow access on either side.
Standard A grade
These pallets have generally been repaired more often than either our Premium A grades and may have 4” and/or 6” leading
edge boards. An A grade pallet does not contain double or sister stringer repairs.
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• Pallet must be 48X40 4 - Way

• Minimum 80 % hardwood

• 5 solid bottom deckboards

•

7 solid top deck boards

• Deckboards a minimum of 5/8” thick

•

No boards overhanging stringers

• Stringers minimum of 1-3/8” x 3-1/2” x 48”

•

No broken (repaired) stringers

1 Stringer B grade (B+)
These pallets contain only 1 double or sister stringer repair per pallet.
B grade
These pallets contain 1 or more double or sister stringer repairs per pallet. These pallets are our most economical grocery or
GMA pallets.
•

Pallet must be 48X40 4 - Way

•

Minimum 60 % hardwood

•

5 solid bottom deckboards

•

7 solid top deck boards

•

Deckboards a minimum of 5/8” thick

•

No boards overhanging stringers.

•

Stringers minimum of 1-3/8” x 3-1/2” x 48”

•

No broken stringers

•

Double (Repaired) Stringers okay

Compliant Pallet:
Grade A or B Four-way entry pallet with 7 solid deck boards evenly spaced on the
top and 5 solid deck boards on the bottom.

Non-Compliant Pallets: Card board pallets are non-compliant.

  

Two-way entry pallet                                 Block Pallet

Single-faced pallet                             Block platform pallet

Winged Pallet
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Packing/Palletization (continued)
The maximum height of any pallet cannot compromise the individual carton integrity, and shall not exceed 72” (this includes
a standard 6” pallet height). Any cartons that weigh in excess of 150 pounds or are over 130” in length and girth must be
delivered on an individual pallet. Any product strapped to a pallet must ship via an LTL carrier regardless of the weight.
Each item shipped should be packaged individually and not be shipped loose (cables and chips individually bagged with proper
bar code labeling; hard drives individually packaged, unless purchased in multi-quantity lots, etc.). Any deviations from these
requirements must be requested and approved by a Tech Data Logistics Support Manager prior to shipment.
Items must be in shippable cartons.
• Standard carton size throughout the life of the product
• Consistent number of units per carton throughout the life of the product
• Consistent number of cartons per pallet throughout the life of the product
• If terms of sale are FOB origin, items with damaged cartons must be returnable without a fee
• One SKU per carton
• Each SKU must be consolidated on a single pallet
• Minimum 200 LB test for shipping containers
• All laptops shipped FOB origin must be shipped in an overpack carton, security tape, or security wrap
• Cartons must be delivered right side up and cubed on a pallet with no overhang and no hollow center
• All palletized cartons must have labels facing out
• Each pallet must contain two address labels, one on each opposite side of the pallet
• Must use corner boards on palletized shipments
• All palletized shipments must be stretch-wrapped or banded.
• Maximum pallet weight is 1500LB
• Pallet label on each pallet
• All kitted items must be pre-assembled
Exceptions
Tech Data recognizes that there may be items such as plotters, large printers, monitors, rack mounts, etc. that will not fit on
a standard, industry Grade A or B, 48”x 40” pallet.  These will be treated as exceptions and will be dealt with at each dock
location.
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Standard Pallet Configurations
Do not ship your goods without proper protection. Many claims and damages arise from improper packaging, and improper
packaging may eliminate the carrier’s liability. Contact your packaging supplier or a packaging consultant for assistance.
Stacking a pallet
• To maximize carton strength, stack the pallet vertically.
• Stack product in uniform layers
• Secure cartons to the pallet with banding, shrink-wrap, stretch-wrap or breakaway adhesive.
• Stack cartons squarely on the skid with no overhang.
• Be sure the top surface is flat.
• Do not double stack sensitive or hazardous material, all such items must be labeled accordingly
Damage May Occur With Improper Packaging:

Interlocked pattern:
up to 50%

Pallet overhang:
up to 15%

Damage can occur if cartons
overhang the pallet, because
there is no support for
overhanging freight in transit.

Loads made from different
size containers may not be
uniform enough to have unit
strength.

Misalignment: up to 30%
Damage can occur when
a pallet doesn’t have a flat
top surface. Place single
containers on an outside
corner or ship them loose.
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Small Parcel Shipment Requirements
The packing list must be clearly visible in a “Packing List Enclosed” pouch or the carton must be clearly marked on
the outward face stating “Packing List Enclosed”
Each carton/package must contain a packing list for any small parcel shipments.

Shipment Documentation
All Purchase Order numbers must be listed on the Bill of Lading (BOL). Packing slips for every PO contained in the
shipment should be attached to an easily accessible carton. Each item received must have a corresponding line on the
packing slip.
1. BOL must be completed to indicate the piece count being shipped, carton count, and pallet count.
			

a. The seal number must be noted on the BOL for truckload and container shipments.

2. All BOLs must be flagged with the company name, Tech Data
3. Packing List Requirements
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a. Sent with shipment
b. Copy of list on every carton
c. Vendor Partner Name and Address
d. Purchase Order number
e. Bill of Lading number (optional)
f. Packing slip number (one per Purchase Order)
g. Invoice number (optional)
h. Ship To name, address, and telephone number
i. Bill To name, address, and telephone number
j. Quantity ordered per SKU (piece count)
k. Quantity back ordered (optional)
l. Quantity shipped per SKU
m.Unit of measure
n. Carton ID
o. Serial number
p. Pallet weight (optional)
q. Quantity of total units shipped
r. Date shipped
s. PO due date (optional)
t. Carrier name
u. Total number of SKUs shipped
v. Carrier PRO or tracking number
w. UPC number
x. Vendor part number
y. Reseller Purchase Order number (direct from vendor drop ship orders ONLY-found on last page of PO)
z. End User Purchase Order number (direct from vendor drop ship orders ONLY-found on last page of PO)

UCC128 Labeling Requirements					
UCC128 Label Specifications:

The use of UCC128 labels is required for all Tech Data shipments. Tech Data uses the format described below as it
best supports our product and operational flows.  For further information visit the VICS website, www.vics.org, for
additional requirement clarification.
Label Example

The following example illustrates the placement of information within the proper zones. Your UCC-128 label must
be approved by Tech Data. All labels will undergo the Tech Data Vendor Certification Process.  An actual label is
required as it will be scanned for symbology. SSCC bar codes may be used for automatic sortation.
Figure 27 - 4” x 6” Label
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UCC128 Label Specifications (continued)
• Label Information Zone Characteristics

 I nformation zones, labeled A through I, comprise the UCC Common Label. Zones A through F, and I are all
mandatory zones for all shipments to Tech Data facilities
• Label Information Zone Titles

	All zones, except for zones E and F, contain a zone title that denotes the information within the zone. All zone
titles should be in uppercase letters in the upper-left corner of the zone and have a size of 4 to 8 points.
• Label Information Zone Specifications

If all information zones are shown at full size, the label will be 7 inches (177.8 mm) high.
 owever, a 6-inch (152.4-mm) high label is more typical. Zone heights may be adjusted as long as the required
H
information fits within the zone.
UCC Common Label Specifications:
		 Zone A Ship From
Zone Title: FROM
Height: 1.0 (+ 0.2) inch or 25.4 (+5.08) mm
Width: 1.25 (+ 0.2) inch or 31.75 (+5.08) mm
		 Characteristic: Mandatory
Data Content: Ship From name and address (may include logo).
Text Size: 8 to 10 Pts.
		Zone B Ship To
Zone Title: TO
Height: 1.0 (+ 0.2) inch or 25.4 (+5.08) mm
Width: 2.75 (+ 0.2) inch or 69.85 (+5.08) mm
Characteristic: Mandatory
Data Content: Ship to name and address.
Text Size: 12 to 14 Pts.
 one C Carrier Routing Bar Code
Z
Zone Title: SHORT TITLE OF AI USED
Height: 1.0 (+ 0.2) inch or 25.4 (+5.08) mm
Width: 2.5 (+ 0.2) inch or 63.5 (+5.08) mm
Characteristic: Desired not required
Data Content: Ship to Postal Bar Code, PRO Number Bar Code, or EAN.UCC
Consignment Number. In small package application, a two dimensional
symbol may be placed to the left of the Ship to Postal Bar Code, and the
zone title shall appear above the Ship to postal bar code.
Bar code Height: 0.5 inch or 12.7 mm (minimum)
X-dimension: 0.010 inch or .254 mm (minimum)
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UCC128 Label Specifications (continued)
	Zone D Carrier
Zone Title: CARRIER
Height: 1.0 (+ 0.2) inch or 25.4 (+5.08) mm
Width: 1.5 (+ 0.2) inch or 38.1 (+5.08) mm
Characteristic: Mandatory
Data Content: Carrier Name, SCAC
Bill of Lading Number (B/L: xxxxxxx), PRO Number (PRO: xxxxxxx),
Carrier Assigned Package ID (PKG ID: xxxxxxx), Carrier Assigned
Shipper ID (SHPR ID: xxxxxxx) The information provided is
dependent upon the mode of transportation. For example, if shipping
LTL, use Pro number; if shipping truckload, use BOL number; if
shipping UPS, use UPS tracking number.
Text Size: 10 to 16 Pts.
 one E Trading Partner Data
Z
Zone Title: NOT APPLICABLE
Height: 1.0 (+ 0.2) inch or 25.4 (+5.08) mm
Width: 4.0 (+ 0.2) inch or 101.6 (+5.08) mm
Characteristic: Mandatory
Data Content: Tech Data Purchase order number, Tech Data sku number, and the mfg.
Model number. If shipping mixed skus or partial cases, this should be noted
as well. Both bar code and text data may appear in this zone. Examples of data that
must be placed in this zone are: PO Number xxxxxxxxx, Sku number xxxxxx, mfg.
Model number xxxxxxxxx
 one F Trading Partner Data
Z
Zone Title: NOT APPLICABLE
Height: 1.0 (+ 0.2) inch or 25.4 (+5.08) mm
Width: 4.0(+ 0.2) inch 101.6 (+5.08) mm
Characteristic: Mandatory
Data Content: Case count: i.e. 1 of 18, 2 of 18, 3 of 18, etc.
Zone I SSCC Bar Code
Zone Title: SSCC
Height: 2.0 (+ 0.4) inch or 50.8 (+10.16) mm
Width: 4.0 (+ 0.2) inch or 101.6 (+5.08) mm
Characteristic: Mandatory
Data Content: Serial Shipping Container Code – maximum 20 characters
Bar code Height: 1.25 inch or 31.75 mm (minimum)
X-dimension: 0.020 inch or .508 mm (minimum)
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UCC128 Label Specifications (continued)
• Barcode specs must support automated scanning: automated applications require a symbol height of 1.25-inch
(31.75-mm) and an X-dimension of 0.020 inches (.508 mm). The minimum specification for UCC/EAN-128
Bar Code Symbols (except the SSCC) is 0.5inch (12.7 mm) in height at a 0.010-inch (.254 mm) X-dimension.
Although this specification will allow hand scanning, it may not provide for accurate automated scanning. For
variable measure product, the minimum X-dimension is 0.0148 inches (.375 mm).
• Tech Data supports the UCC128 label at the case and/or pallet level: the level is dependent on the supplier’s
system capabilities in conjunction with the buying multiples and replenishment quantities. Each supplier should
work with the Tech Data Supply Chain representative to determine the level of the UCC128 label utilized to tie
the product to the ASN.
• UCC128 Pallet Level label placement: when shipping a pallet of product that provides a UCC128 label at the
pallet level, two labels are needed. Labels should be placed on two adjacent sides of the pallet in the lower right
hand corner, approximately 1 inch from the top of the actual wooden pallet.
• UCC128 Case Level label placement: when shipping a pallet of product that provides a UCC128 label at the case
level, one label should be placed on the top or the side of each case. When shipping individual cases, this same
placement should be followed. Carton labels should be visible when the cartons are stacked on a pallet.
• Human readable case labels are required.
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Advance Ship Notice (ASN) (EDI 856)
Tech Data shipments require vendor supplied ASN, EDI-856 transmissions to be sent upon shipment of the
merchandise to a Tech Data Logistics Center. This transaction will describe the shipment at the pallet or case level.
The following table details required data for Tech Data ASN, EDI – 856 vendor supplied EDI transmissions.
Required Data

Not Required But Desired Data

Shipment ID

Estimated Delivery Date

Shipment Date

Packaging / Container Type

Shipment Weight

Special Handling Code(s)

Container Dimensions

Ship From Name and Address

Tech Data PO Number

Forwarder Name and Address

Vendor Order Number
Quantity Shipped
Quantity Ordered
Tech Data SKU
Manufacturer / Vendor SKU
UPC
Product Description
SCAC (Standard Carrier Alpha Code
Carrier / Transport Method
Tracking Number / Bill of Lading /
Carrier Reference Number
Ship To Name and Address
SSSC - UCC 128
Best Practices and Common Errors

Complete and accurate ASN’s will preserve the efficiencies built into the product receiving process utilizing ASN’s at
Tech Data Logistics Centers.
• The ASN is required to be received prior to the shipment’s arrival at the Tech Data Logistics Center.
o As a guideline, the ASN should be sent once product leaves the vendor’s facility to ensure receipt in our
warehouse management system prior to receipt of the product.
• It is important to build the perfect ASN.
As a recap, the ASN tells us
o when the order will be shipped
o which items are being shipped
o how much of each item is being shipped
o how is the shipment unitized
o which mode of transportation is being used along with carrier details.
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Advance Ship Notice (ASN) (EDI 856) (continued)
More importantly, we get this valuable information from the ASN before the shipment arrives. It can be used for
re-ordering purposes and verifying against receiving, invoicing, and the overall product flow. Additionally, with the
perfect ASN, there are no data errors and no research or follow-up required. The accuracy and timeliness of the ASN
are vital to its usefulness. Please apply these ‘best practices’ to ensure you are submitting the perfect ASN.
Best Practices

	• Emphasize the Importance of Reviewing Tech Data’s 856 specs - When setting up the ASN to test
with Tech Data vendors must confirm that data matches Tech Data ASN specifications. By reviewing this,
structural errors will be prevented before testing.
• How are shipments unitized – Before suppliers submit ASN mapping the shipment process should be
reviewed and confirmed with the operations area. Find out how the product will be tendered – pallet only,
carton only, or both pallet/carton. Build ASN mapping based on how shipments will be unitized.
• Compliant UCC-128 bar code labels – Accuracy is very important. Data contained in the UCC-128 label
must match the corresponding ASN.
• Match what is shipped - Above all, the ASN must match the shipment.
• Send the ASN timely - Additionally, the ASN is of no use if you send it after the shipment has been received.
For Tech Data shipments, we suggest sending the ASN as soon as the truck is sealed or before the shipment
leaves your facility.
• One ASN per PO - Multiple shipments of a Purchase Order are not allowed, one ASN per ORDER should
be allowed.
• One ASN Shipment ID per PO – A unique Shipment ID must be used for each PO when sending the ASN.
• Perform Audits – Develop audit program to determine vendor ASN accuracy levels, comparing the received
ASN data to the actual shipment and delivery dates on the PO.
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Advance Ship Notice (ASN) (EDI 856) (continued)
Common Errors

• Original Sent Out of Sequence. Send Replacement
 o ASNs are sent for different orders but the same Shipment ID is used in the ASNs.
o Different document types, i.e. 810 and 856, are sent in the same EDI interchange.
• Invalid Item Number, UPC Number
		 o Only the UPC is given and we cannot match it to a Tech Data item number.
o Both the Tech Data part number and UPC are given and both are not in Tech Data’s files.
		 o The part # and UPC Code are both given in the ASN but they are not linked in the Tech Data system.
• UPC Code Not Found
• PO Not Found
• Invalid PO Number
		 o Purchase Order number is not numeric or does not match Tech Data PO hierarchy.
• Invalid Tech Data Part Number
• Part # is not numeric or is not greater than zero.
• Part # is not in Tech Data’s item file.
• Invalid Ship To Address

LTL and Truckload Shipment Requirements
Pallets cannot be loaded side-ways (pin-wheeled) in the trailer.  
All LTL and truckload shipments must schedule a delivery appt. The carrier must arrive within an hour of the
scheduled time.  Tech Data cannot guarantee acceptance of non-schedule deliveries. All deliveries that have a
scheduled delivery appointment will receive priority over non-scheduled deliveries. Tech Data will not be responsible
for any accessorial charged associated with refusing an unscheduled or late delivery.
Appointments can be scheduled at the following email addresses:
Miami LC –   miamia1appt@techdata.com
Suwanee LC –   suwaneea2appt@techdata.com
Swedesboro LC –  swedesboroa3appt@techdata.com
South Bend LC –  southbenda4appt@techdata.com
Ft. Worth LC –  fortwortha5app@techdata.com
Fontana LC -   fontanaa6appt@techdata.com
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Container Shipments
Loss Prevention and Security – Instructions on Container Inspections
Below is the documentation “required” before any container can be allowed to enter the facility.
This is for containers only, not trailers.
1. The driver MUST have either a copy of the Packing Slip or copy of the BOL, prior to being allowed entry
onto Tech Data property.
2.	The Packing Slip or BOL MUST detail the contents of the container, ie: product type, product amount, total
product, etc. and MUST also list the Seal number for the seal attached to the container.
3.  If the seal is broken or does not match the seal number on the paperwork, the guard making the discovery
MUST contact the Loss Prevention Manager immediately and the LP Manager will then contact the
Immigration and Customs Enforcement agency, prior to allowing the container and driver from leaving the
facility.
This policy was designed by ICE (Immigration and Custom Enforcement) and as such, could/will be tested for
compliance by Federal Agents posing as normal truck drivers delivering a container.
Because failing to comply with the above procedures are a violation of Federal Law for the offending party, or party
who authorized such, there is no over-ride authority of the current rules.

Hazardous Material
We require Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) on all products deemed hazardous by DOT, EPA, and OSHA.  A
Tech Data Distribution Center Receiving Manager must approve a hazardous material shipment prior to shipment.  
Hazardous materials contact and phone number must be provided.
If any of your products are considered hazardous materials you must have MSDS for them.

Supplier Performance Reports
As a Tech Data supplier, each shipment you deliver to a Tech Data Logistics Center is subject to inspection for
compliance to shipping guidelines. When possible, digital cameras will be used to photograph non-compliance
issues and will then be forwarded to the supplier for review. The Supplier Audit Sheet is completed by the Tech Data
Receiving staff.  From this data, a quarterly Supplier Report Card is completed.  The Supplier Report Card resembles
the Supplier Audit Sheet and recognizes percent compliant according to information recorded at the time of delivery
receipt.
This report is generated on a calendar, quarter basis.  Both the report card and a corresponding graph are sent to our
suppliers, making it possible to congratulate effective shipping methods as well as identifying areas of improvement.
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Non-Compliance Policy
In the event of non-compliance with the terms of the VPC Guide, Tech Data will notify the Supplier of the non
compliant shipment and will partner with the supplier to prevent future reoccurrences.  If the Supplier continues to
tender non compliant shipments Tech Data reserves the right to assess the following charges.
A Vendor Charge Back Form will be completed at time of delivery receipt and approved by management.
The below charges are generated from the Supplier Audit Sheet.
The following charges will be assessed:
Product Identification………………………………………………………………..$50.00 per shipment
Packaging/ Palletization…………………………………………………………….$25.00 per carton
Shipment Labeling Practices……………………………………………………….$25.00 per carton
Shipment Documentation…………………………………………………………...$50.00 per shipment
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Non-Compliance Acknowledgement
We _________________have reviewed the Non-Compliance program for Tech Data and understand the
requirements established by Tech Data.
By signing below acknowledges that _____________________ has reviewed and understands with Tech
Data’s requirement as outlined in Vendor Partner Compliance Guide updated on 6/1/2009.  Also that
failure to meet Tech Data requirements could result in Non-Compliance Chargeback Schedule fees as
outlined on Page 19 or refusal of Non-Compliant shipments.
By signing below acknowledges that _____________________ has reviewed and understands the terms of
the VPC Guide.
Please return the signed acknowledgement to the attention of:
Tech Data
5350 Tech Data Dr.
Attn: Jeff Singleton
Mail stop A3-8
Clearwater, FL 33760

________________________		
Signature
________________________
Print Name
________________________
Position
_______________________
Date
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